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Fact of 
life

• We are created in and for 
nature

• We learn - as if we were 
still in nature

• How should we adapt?



• Neurobiologist
– Neurophysiology in organisms 

– neurons to behaviour
• PhD and philosophy

– Consciousness and tacit 
knowledge and impact on 
learning - language, culture, 
sociality

• Dr. pæd.
– Operationalisation of 

neuroscience – a new learning 
theory

• Research on 
– Outdoor schooling – learning 

in and with nature
– Science learning & technology

• Natural Technology
– Children bringing 

smarttechnology to nature



Humans are of nature and natural …
• Humans became ‘humans’ 

(hominoids) - separate 
from great apes 
approximately 6 mill. years 
ago.

• We became upright 
(bipedal) 3.7 mill. years ago

• Cave paintings dates back 
approximately 35.000 
years (e.g. Chauvet cave 
& Altamira)

• Transition from 
hunter/gatherer to 
civilization approximately 
10.000 years ago.

• Our learning constitution 
historically defined

By The original 
uploader was 
TimVickers at English 
Wikipedia. –
Transferred from 
en.wikipedia to 
Commons., Public 
Domain, 
https://commons.wiki
media.org/w/index.ph
p?curid=2785168



Natural history of Earth and Man

By Dan Piraro (Bizarro.com)



We are designed to learn immersed in 
full-body experiences

that activate senses, muscles, 
emotions and feelings



Opposing body – mind division
E.g. Plato and Descartes 



The embodiment turn…the 4E’s

Embodied
Embedded

Enactive
Extended

Shaun Gallagher - neurophenomenologist

Conference October 2007 
“A diverse and growing number of researchers now 
claim that an organism’s cognitive abilities are partly 
constituted by proprioception, action, environmental 
manipulation and intricate couplings that spread the 
causality across organisms and structures in their 
physical, social, and technological environments.”

https://www.google.dk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjVzZfanIbhAhUixosKHZRiBlMQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http%3A%2F%2Fanticsland.com%2Fblog%2F2017%2F03%2F10%2Fkeeping-your-kids-from-being-too-immersed-in-technology%2F&psig=AOvVaw0fPRyjLdGkY5VONGfk-gr2&ust=1552810648840910


Cognition is embodied 

“Brains are organs which evolved to support whole 
organism functions that are critical to persistence and 
reproduction. They are not arbitrary, general-purpose, 
information-processing devices. Everything about them 
grows out of, and is organized to work in, service of the 

organism.“ (Chapter 15, paragraph 4, top) 

Terrence Deacon (2012). Incomplete Nature: How Mind Emerged from 
Matter. W. W. Norton.



Cognition is enactive 

• We learn about the world 
while asking questions using 
our bodies

• How do stairs work?
• What happens when we flip 

stones on water surfaces?
• Or cram snowflakes hard?
• We attempt to interact all 

the time



• Continuous exploration and 
interaction carve out paths we 
move along - habits

• Environments support particular 
actions and thoughts 

• Both social and physical 
environments

• Nudging via Gibsonian 
affordances.

Cognition is embedded
Physically & socially 



Cognition is extended 
“Things in the world behave 
differently than things in the 
mind. For example, external 
representations are extended in 
space... They can be operated 
on in different ways; they can 
be manually duplicated, and 
rearranged. They can be shared 
with other people. 
Tools can be applied to them. 
These differences between 
internal and external 
representations are incredibly 
significant. They are what 
makes interactivity so 
interesting.” 

Kirsh, D. (2010). Thinking 
with external 
representations. AI & 
society, 25(4), 441-454.



4E’s recommendations for learning
• Embodied & Enactive

– Stimulation of the sanses through movement and 
interaction

• Embedded
– Physical and social environments create learning 

paths
– Some of them are already established
– New ones can be created and thus stabilise learning

• Extended
– Use of particular items, manipulation of things 

externalise thoughts and trigger repetition



Rich sensitivity creates the world

”When I hold a cup of hot coffee in my hand, my finger pads are 
physically made to curve in an iconic match to the curvature of the 
cup. Certain nerve endings embedded in the finger pads are 
triggered by this change of shape in the pads. At the same time, the 
skin of these finger pads is warming up because of the transfer of the 
heat (speed of molecules) from the porcelain cup to the fingers.” (p. 
51).

Cashman, T. (2008). What connects the map to the territory. In J. Hoffmeyer (Ed.), A legacy for living 
systems. Gregory Bateson as precursor for biosemiotics (pp. 45-58). Copenhagen: Springer.



Pattern recognition tools

When an entity or event is experienced, it 
activates feature detectors in the relevant 
neural systems. During visual processing of a 
bicycle, for example, neurons fire for edges 
and surfaces, whereas others fire for colour, 
configural properties and motion. The overall 
pattern of activation across this hierarchically 
organized distributed system represents the 
entity in vision. Analogous patterns of 
activation in other sensory modalities 
represent how the bicycle might sound and 
feel. Activations in the motor system represent 
actions on the bicycle. Activations in the 
amygdale and orbitofrontal areas represent 
affective reactions.”

Barsalou, L. W. (2009). Simulation, situated conceptualization, 
and prediction. Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 364, 1281-1289

Humans are 
conventionalists

Neurons fire 
automatically beyond 
conscious control
Wire automatically 
beyond conscious control

Experiencing bicycle

FIRE together WIRE together



Language and conceptual 
knowledge is learnt in similar 

bodily ways



“… The word–object learning 
paradigm – adults naming objects 
while the child focuses on and 
attends to them” 
(Pulvermüller, 2012, p. 432).

Pulvermüller, F. (2012). Meaning and the brain: The 
neurosemantics of referential, interactive, and combinatorial 
knowledge. Journal of Neurolinguistics, 25(5), 423-459.

Concrete interactions – body in language
• Concrete phenomena
• Events, occurrences, entities, 

sensations, bodily activity
• ‘Word-object’ paradigm 

Wehberg, S., Vach, W., Bleses, D., Thomsen, P., Madsen, T. O. 
& Basbøll, H. (2007). Danish children's first words: Analysing 
longitudinal data based on monthly CDI parental reports. First 
Language 2007 27: 361



Schilhab, T. (2015). 
Doubletalk–the biological 
and social acquisition of 

language. Biologically 
Inspired Cognitive 

Architectures, 13, 1-8.

Extended

Embodied 
incl. senses

Physical 
environment

Social 
Environment

Enactive
Situated conceptualisation



Memories of concrete 4E experiences 
ground how we understand and talk 

about what we learn

4E anchoring strengthens the learning



External stimuli
taste, odour, 
sound 
texture

Internal 
representation

4E situation 

Absence of 4E 
situation

External to internal representation

Time

x
Schilhab (2017). 
Derived embodiment 
in abstract language. 
Cham: Springer 



’The ranger saw the eagle in its nest’”Activation of primary
olfactory areas by 
words with olfactory 
semantic associations 
supports the idea that 
perceptual 
information 
associated with the 
reference of a word is 
important for its 
neural 
representation”, p. 
908.

Simulation in cognition
• Conceptual (as in reading) knowledge of 

cinnamon González, J., Barros-Loscertales, A., Pulvermüller, F., 
Meseguer, V., Sanjuán, A., Belloch, V. and Ávila, C. (2006), Reading 
cinnamon activates olfactory brain regions, NeuroImage, 32, 906-912.

• Sensibility assessments
Zwaan, R. A., Stanfield, R. A., & Yaxley, R. H. (2002). Language 
comprehenders mentally represent the shapes of objects. Psychological 
Science, 13(2), 168–171.



When learning about coffea (or math!)
Learning in situations – examples of aspects

• The inner experience of the emotional state 
of the body 

• The external experience of smell, taste, 
texture of coffea, the setting

• The experience of hands, lips, how one is 
seated 

• The experience of the cultural framing –
– Seriousness, happiness, leisure, dedication etc

• The linguistic framing
• Previous experiences leading to expectations



“For example, when you sip a cup of 
coffee you are conscious of ….a rapid 
shift in the temperature of your mouth. 
If drinking coffee is part of your regular 
routine, the neurons involved would fire 
together many times. Through 
repetition, a durable FTWT circuit 
….would be formed. “

When durable FTWT circuits of an event such as 
drinking coffee are formed, whether by constant 
repetition or by an intense event, the brain includes 
with that circuit not only explicit associations (the 
restaurant in Belize, where you had the best coffee, 
ever) but also a variety of nuances in smell, variations 
in colour of the foam on top of the cup, or even the 
subtleties associated with the brown eyed person who 
waited on you. These implicit associations are stored 
as tacit knowledge. 

Sheckley, B. G. and Bell, S. (2006). "Experience, consciousness, and learning: 
Implications for instruction." New directions for adult and continuing education 
110: 43-53.

Always several aspects in knowledge

Every moment  of experiencing… 

Environment
external

Environment
Internal

Memory

Conscious Taste of coffee Joy Belize

Non-conscious Foam of coffee Body posture Coffee-events
Simulations

• Something is conscious
• Something is non-conscious
• Something will stimulate in the moment 

Something originates from memory

Memory in two ways
• Neural nets relating 

to the now
• Neural nets with no 

relation to the now



The 4E take home message?
• We always take part in an 

embodied conversation 
with the world

• We become what we have 
been exposed to

• Our current thinking and 
mental states are influenced 
by the environment 

• Our knowledge consists in 
many aspects – and this 
knowledge kan be triggered 
by many aspects 

• We learn on a base of 
former experiences

All roads 
lead to 
Rome



All learning – all school disciplines 
thrive under 4E conditions

And should include
Embodiment, Enactment, Physical and Social 

Embeddedness & Extendedness



With increasing age - language and 
imagination dominate as tool of learning 

Narratives, instructions, conversations, explanations
We neglect active use of embodiment, enactment, 

physical embeddedness, & partly extendedness 



Attention systems 
• William James distinguishes involuntary & voluntary attention
• Involuntary attention needs very little control  
• Examples are (according to James): 

‘‘strange things, moving things, wild animals, bright things, pretty 
things, metallic things, words, blows, blood, etc. etc. etc.’’ 
(James, 1892, p. 88). 

Attention used to be allocated to threats, pleasures and novel 
phenomena

(Sood & Jones (2013). On mind wandering, attention, brain networks and meditation. Explore, 9, 136-141.



Voluntary attention

Inner  representation

Controlling and fixating attentional resources 
directed at particular stimuli while actively 
neglecting/suppressing other stimuli

Demands cognitive strength and exhausts mentally...



Learning paths in nature are generous
• Nature is intrinsically 

meaningful
• Our senses become tuned
• Nature comes with high 

ceilings
• There is no ‘red carpet’ or 

tight rules for how to behave
• Accessible physical and social 

spaces for children to fit into



Language as tool for school learning 

Depends on voluntary attention



Mental representations are hard work



Concentration exhausts mentally 
Concentration depends on regulation of 
self 
• Following rules
• Inhibiting distractions and temptations 

Eg. When you diet – maths problems 
become difficult to solve

Kaplan, S. & Berman, M. G. (2010). Directed attention as a 
common ressource for executive functioning and self-

regulation. Perspectives on Psychological Science, 5; 43-57.



Pupils become mentally 
exhausted at school &

they are estranged from the 
world



Attention Restoration Theory
(Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989)
Stress Reduction Theory
(Ulrich, 1984)

• Psychological research 
demonstrates that nature restores 
cognitive resources - helping 
learning



Extinction of experience
Gaston, K. J., & Soga, M. 
(2020). Extinction of 
experience: The need to be 
more specific. People and 
Nature, 2(3), 575-581.
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Nature Connectedness

https://www.mixcloud.com/Gaaskin/when-the-nature-calls-1/


How did children experience nature?

Children don’t work
Don’t attend brothers 
and sisters
Don’t attend life stock
Don’t help out
Don’t learn handicrafts
Don’t commute on 
their own
Are institutionalised



• Nature as accessible learning space helps us
• Exploit the potential of 4E learning far better than the class 

room
• Anchors the learning of which you can talk – as demonstrated 

in the ‘banana’ example
• Allows many aspects to be involved which helps including 

challenged pupils

• Nature restores voluntary attention
• Stimulate involuntary attention
• Restore and refresh learning
• Keeps pupils at their toes – alive and motivated
• The open space stimulates conversations and collaborations 

which includes challenged pupils

• Children must bond with nature – to be able to 
care for nature and act in sustainable ways 

How does learning in nature help?



Thanks for your attention
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